This paper introduces the way of the embedding of spinning particle quantum mechanically for non-relativistic case. Schrödinger equation on its submanifold obtains the gauge field as spin connection, and it reduces to the ones obtained by Ohnuki and Kitakado when we consider S 2 in R 3 . PACS numbers: 03.65
Hypothesis and Schrödinger equation
Let us consider the motion of non-relativistic spinning particle on M D−1 embedded in R D quantum mechanically. There are two different ways to constrain the particle motion onto the submanifold. The first one is so called the confining potential approach [1] , and the second one is the well known Dirac's procedure [2] . In this paper we would like to work with the second procedure. It should be stressed that it is straightforward to work in this scheme for spinless particle [2] , but for spinning particle it is not known how to treat, and constrain the spin variables. Therefore we propose somewhat intuitive quantization method by taking into account the essence of Dirac's scheme. In non-relativistic mechanics the particle's spin is not related to the dynamics. So we consider the embedding of dynamics separately to its spin. This is the usual Dirac's treatment and giving the Hamiltonian as Laplace-Beltrami (L.B.) operator plus quantum potential term. But in this paper we do not concern with quantum potential term. Then we obtain the Schrödinger equation but remaining the spin-index "A" for wave function.
where K is the Laplace-Beltrami (L.B.) operator on M D−1 , and we write the local coordinates on M D−1 as q µ with {µ, ν, · · · = 1, · · · D − 1}. The spin index "A" is the SO(D) -spin index which is based on the rotational group in original space R D , and its index is the same as the coordinate index: x A when we work with the adjoint representation which we use in the following. Now we consider the reduction of spin-index. In Dirac's treatment for second-class system, the quantization is done only for the independent variables, and there is no degree of freedom for normal direction to the hyper surface. This relation should also be hold for spin variable, because the spin is one representation of space rotation which is reduced to the smaller one by constraint. Therefore the spin of wave function should reduce from SO(D) to SO(D − 1) which is the rotation on tangent frame. This requirement is realized by relating the above wave function with the wave function Ψ a (q, t) with
in real representation by the relation as
which is the key hypothesis in this paper. Here f A µ is the natural frame defined by
And h µ a (q) is the vielbein defined on M D−1 by
where g µν is the induced metric on M D−1 . The Indices {µ, ν, · · ·} are raised and lowered by induced metric g µν , g µν , "local Lorentz" indices {a, b, · · ·} are raised and lowered by δ ab , δ ab , and Euclidean indices {A, B, · · ·} are also raised and lowered by δ AB , δ AB . The essence of this hypothesis is that the vector index "A" has only the tangential component, and normal component is vanishing. This vanishing of normal component insures the vanishing of space rotation on planes constructed between normal and tangent axes at each point on M D−1 as we discussed earlier. In relativistic theory of the same problem, since there is classical object corresponding to spin: supersymmetry, we can perform the Dirac's procedure, and by using the current conservation we can prove the above hypothesis [5] . But for our non-relativistic case we can not prove it, and we should remark that above hypothesis means one assumption essentially, that is, the normal component of wave function is vanishing by constraint. The remained tangential components of wave function is related to the local Lorentz index of the new wave function by the hypothesis. But in other words, it is the definition of the new wave function Ψ a (q, t), which is introduced just to make clear the assumption. We will explain this point more explicitly. By introducing the curvilinear coordinates in R N , we consider the coordinate transformation as
And we choose the coordinate that M D−1 is defined by q ⊥ = c, where the q ⊥ axis is normal to that manifold. Then the assumption discussed above is written as ∂q
This condition requires the form for wave function by using some wave function
We can identify φ µ as the vector field on M D−1 which can always be rewritten to the field with local Lorentz index by vielbein as
This is the definition of Ψ a and we obtain our hypothesis from one assumption. The reason why we utilize Ψ a but not φ µ as the independent wave function is just the favor, and we can use latter one also as the equivalent object. The difference is only the way of representation. By putting (2) into (1), and multiplying f A ν h νb from left hand sides, and also by using the notation and relation
we obtain the results,
where ω b d,µ is the spin connection which is related to the "local Lorentz" symmetry hidden in (4) , that is, the local SO(D − 1) rotation on each tangent spaces attached on M D−1 , and its form is the same as the ones defined by usual vielbein hypothesis as
or more explicitly, ω
Notice that once we obtained the Schrödinger equation (7), we can change to the general representation by using the spin matrix S except the last term. Then the gauge term takes the form:
The last "quantum potential" term has the sense
with H µν as the second fundamental tensor : extrinsic curvature defined by
Here n A is the normal unit vector to
The latter relation was utilized to derive (7). Note that this kind ofh 2 -quantum potential usually appears in the precise treatment of embedding, and we do not devote to this point in this paper [1] , [2] , [3] . Instead we would like to take attention here especially to the induced spin connection.
Form of Connection
Let us estimate the explicit form of our connection in the case of S 2 in R 3 . We use the metric
Then we can take the following form for h a µ .
where δ is the any function of θ and φ as the gauge choice. We calculate only ω 21 µ in the following, since its spin index is antisymmetric. The result is that
Note that we can not vanish all the connection by choosing the gauge: δ(θ, φ). Using the coordinate condition as
A takes the form.
Then the induced gauge field: A ≡ ω 21 µ f µ takes the form:
One simple gauge choice is to take δ = φ. Then our gauge field takes the following monopole-like configuration.
This structure of gauge field may be universal in the kind of embedding like
Really this kind of gauge field with embedded particle on S
was firstly obtained by Ohnuki and Kitakado in different way [4] . From the above consideration, we conclude that their gauge field will be essentially the same as the spin connection for the spinning particle embedded on S D−1 .
Discussion
Lastly we would like to give some comments to our starting quantization scheme.
There are three kinds of embedding procedure. One is due to the Dirac's one [2] (reduced phase space method) where all the normal degree of freedom is frozen in each operator variables. Another one is due to the Schrödinger equation with confining potential method (abbreviated as CP approach hereafter) [1] , where all the normal degree of freedom is alive as well as tangential one, and the connection related to the rotation of normal basis appears. The last one is due to the group theoretical approach [4] , where the geometrical connection related to the rotation of tangential basis appears. In the case of spin less particle, we can estimate first two approaches and the difference appears quantum mechanically at the quantum mechanical potential [3] , and the disappearance and appearance of connection. Instead in the case of spinning particle, Dirac's scheme can not be used directly since there is no classical object like particle's spin. In CP approach there is no interesting effect for spin. This is because, in that scheme there remains normal (to submanifold) degree of freedom, and spin can still take any direction in R D (spin is still in the SO(D) representation). This means that the embedding of spin can not be done in CP approach, and the connection obtained in this article can not be obtained in that scheme. In this sense, it is interesting to construct the Dirac's embedding scheme for spinning particle, where spin degree is also reduced onto the embedding manifold, and it is expected that its result have the same form as the one in this article. Our approach in this article and group theoretical approach is much different, but their physical contents may be equivalent at least when we consider S D−1 in R D . Because both have the connection typed SO(D − 1) related to the rotation of tangential basis. The connection obtained here and its formalism is one physical interpretation of ohnuki-kitakado's connection.
